Pittsburgh REIA Newsletter – May 2019
Our next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, May 21st
Greater Pittsburgh Masonic Center in Ross Twp
3579 Masonic Way, Pittsburgh, PA 15237

$10 at the Door
If your membership has expired and you aren’t ready to renew yet, or if you have visited the club
as a guest and are still deciding whether to join, you are welcome to join us for the monthly
meeting but you will be asked to pay $10 at the door. While an annual membership is cheaper
than paying $10 at each meeting, we understand that this pay-as-you-come option is a better fit
for some. Note that first-time guests and current members are free.

Main Meeting:
6:00 – 7:00 Pizza Networking – Informal networking opportunity before the meeting
7:00 – 8:00 Club Announcements - I’m always working on something new, and if you miss the
meeting you won’t know what that is.
Legal Minute with attorney Rob Xides
Accounting Minute with accountant Marty Schwartz
Landlord Minute with Alex Deacon
Vendor Parade - Come and see our vendors. We have a great array of service
providers.
8:00 – 8:30 The 80/20 rule of Being a landlord – Property Manager Expert Alex Deacon
8:30 – 9:00 Using 1031 exchanges - Attorney John Lee, VP of Investment Property Exchange
Services

Logistics:
Properties for Sale Table – I love this table idea. I wish I could remember who I stole this idea from so I
could give them credit. I think it was RICH Club from Houston. Even if it wasn’t, they do a lot of good
things and deserve credit for something.
Vendor Tables – Vendors are encouraged to set up trade show style in our vendor area.
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Sub-Group Table – Don’t forget to look at the sub group table. We have a bunch of sub groups now and
you are bound to be interested in at least one of them. These groups are designed to supplement the
main meetings.
Online Club Calendar – In case you missed it, we added a calendar to the PittsburghREIA.com website.
This way we can keep track of recurring sub-group meetings and club activities all in one place. Find it
under the Events tab.

Membership Renewals
If you need to renew your membership before the meeting then just follow this link
http://pittsburghreia.com/membership/membership_application_form.pdf then print out your application and
bring it in with your check. It is that simple.

…Below is newsletter content that was sent in advance, for those of you who
prefer to read smaller chunks of information more often. It’s being
included for those who missed it…

(May 16)

Ready for a doubleheader ?
This coming Tuesday is the main monthly club meeting. This month, we have not one, but two fantastic
speakers.
Tuesday 5/21
6:00 – Networking
7:00-9:00 Main meeting
3579 Masonic Way
Pittsburgh PA 15237
First up, Property Manager Expert Alex Deacon
The 80/20 rule of Being a landlord. The most important things to focus on when handling the property
management of your portfolio.
You have all heard of the 80/20 rule.
Alex will talk about where and how you should spend 20% of your time to get 80% of the results.
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Next up, using 1031 exchanges or how to sell real estate without paying taxes.
Attorney John Lee, VP of Investment Property Exchange Services
Will be talking about how you can take advantage of an IRS loophole which allows you to avoid capital
gains when you sell a piece of real estate. This is powerful stuff.
We will also have some local news about the real estate market.
Come early and network with the movers and shakers in the Pittsburgh real estate market.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Cash flowing rental for sale
817 mckean st, charleroi, PA (Good condition - no major repairs) . Will you be willing to help on this
specific to get it done.. It is rented for 750/month and lease in place through March 2020. We done all
repairs to be rent ready.
ONLY $25,000
Contact Josh - PittsburghREIA@aol.com
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5 bedroom house for sale $50,000 negotiable
In Mt. Oliver area on suncrest street.
It is a brick house.
What it needs :
Roof repair
Update kitchen
I changed all the plumbing
New furnace
Laminate floors throughout.
Presently listed for 50k.
Would accept 35k.
Purchase in 09.
Small leak 3rd floor bedroom;
From roof; could be repaired but ideally roof should be replaced; .
Section 8 pays 1200. Plus for that size
Of house with tenant paying gas & electric;
Actually could be 6 bedroom.
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Also I had a second floor laundry made when I had plumbing changed .
Mark Davis eagle1000.md@gmail.com
Phone 412-773-1503
(May 13)

Commercial deal, great location in the North Hills
OWNER RETIRING….BUILDING FOR SALE..
PRIME LOCATION, MAJOR HIGHWAY!
FULLY LEASED, NO VACANCIES….
POSITIVE CASH FLOW!
5 units Building for sale located in business district of Route 8, Gibsonia
Monthly income of $8450 with the potential of increased rental income.
(Current rentals very conservative.)
Size of Building –9,602 SQ. FEET 2-STORY WITH WALK-OUT BASEMENT
40 PARKING SPACES
There is a 600 sq foot high bay garage available for rent under office space and an area of approximately
1,000 sq feet next to garage that can be dug out for additional space.
ZONED – COMMERCIAL AND OFFICE
SALE BY OWNER – Rhea (Non-Sales Agent) CALL 412-977-2625 or
Email @ rhean1022@gmail.com
Must be willing to sign a confidentiality form. Upon doing so, a full revenue and property disclosure will
be provided. This is PRIME PROPERTY!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Commercial real estate investors sub group meeting tomorrow
The Pittsburgh REIA Commercial Group will meet tomorrow, Tuesday, May 14th @ 6:30PM at the
Robinson Township Eat ‘n Park (100 Park Manor Blvd, Pittsburgh, PA 15205).
We will talk about recently proposed developments in and around the City of Pittsburgh and what
opportunities that may mean for neighboring areas that many of us invest in.
As always, we'll have plenty of time to talk about your deals, any questions you may have, or anything
you'd like to discuss with the group. Hope to see you then!
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This is a great meeting for anyone who is active or just curious about commercial real estate investing.
All Pittsburgh REIA members are welcome !!
You can find us in the side room back by the restrooms.
To your success
Josh
(May 12)

Happy Mothers Day, no creative finance class today
Happy Mother's Day to all of you who brought life onto this Earth, and all of you who are celebrating
with your mother for not killing you when you were a disobedient brat.
So that everyone has time to spend with their mother, we are cancelling the creative finance class this
Sunday. We will resume again next Sunday at the usual time and place.
6:00 PM
Eat N Park - Robinson.
Back in the side room by the bathrooms.
If you need extra help, our mentor program has an opening for a motivated student. Email
PittsburghREIA@aol.com for an application.
To your success
Josh Caldwell
(May 5)

News and updates
Lots and lots going on this month
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------After the super successful conservator class with Alex McElroy, I suspect that we will see more mini
seminars like that one. Feel free to email with suggestions, if there is anything you would like to learn.
Also on that same line. It looks like I will be conducting a class on how to get started in real estate, for
novice investors. Not sure of a date or time. That will depend on the respondents. It will most likely be a
weekend. The cost will be a nominal $25 for REIA members and $35 for non members.
Email me if you are interested in attending
PittsburghREIA@aol.com
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------May 14th, 2020 business expo.
Networking/Mixer: Meet businesses that provide products and services to help you establish and grow
your business. Inviting contractors, bankers, attorneys, roofers, electricians, plumbers, marketing
companies, financial planners, accountants, insurance companies, cleaning companies, appraisers, real
estate professionals, title companies and much more. Introduce your business to prospective new
clients while networking with high quality businesses looking to earn your trust and your business. This
business to business, business to community and business to investors will be held at Antonelli's Event
Center, 100 Colony Drive, Irwin, PA 15642 starting at 5:30 to 8PM. Antonelli's has great food and
beverages.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Mystery of the Millionaire Hermit
By Claire Martin April 27, 2019
This story tells the details of what happens / what can happen when someone dies alone with no
apparent family and no will
He spent years scrimping and saving. But without a will, where’s his money going?
On the afternoon of Aug. 22, 2015, Dale Tisserand and Melani Rodrigue opened the front door to a small
white house in Corning, Calif., a town of 7,500 about 115 miles north of Sacramento.
The women, who’d been given the keys by local police, are investigators for the office of the Tehama
County Public Administrator. They knew the owner had died in the house the previous week and that his
name was Eugene Brown.
The neighborhood mail carrier was the one who’d called the police. Every day, Brown would wait for her
in a chair by his door, and the two would exchange pleasantries. But for the past five days, there’d been
no sign of him. Police did a welfare check and discovered his body in a pool of dried blood by the toilet.
Members of the coroner’s office who were dispatched to the house determined that he died of a stroke,
but not before breaking his nose in a nasty fall. They did a quick search for a will and contact information
for family members and friends—return addresses on envelopes, phone numbers jotted on scraps of
paper. Not finding anything, they called Tisserand and Rodrigue.
Many counties in the U.S. have public administrators, though a lot of people don’t know they exist. They
operate within the murky ecosystem of public agencies and private businesses that kick into gear when
someone dies: locksmiths, biohazard and trauma cleanup services, trash haulers, auctioneers, real
estate agents, courts, attorneys, and banks.
Tisserand and Rodrigue were in Brown’s house to locate his will and heirs, which can be difficult when
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people die alone. They would also oversee his estate. Even a simple death, something peaceful in your
sleep, requires the assistance of an awful lot of people.
Public administrators in California usually report to the district attorney’s office, the sheriff, or some
other county agency. Only a few, such as Rodrigue, head standalone departments. She has dark hair and
deep-set brown eyes that serve as a barometer of her mood.
“Yes! You Can!” is one of several inspirational sayings scrawled on her office’s dry-erase board, near a
sign that reads “Boss Lady.” Rodrigue was appointed public administrator of Tehama County in 2012
after having a similar job in a nearby county.
Tisserand, a no-nonsense former legal secretary with frosted hair and a soft spot for animals, works as
one of her three deputies. They get along well. Sometimes they call each other by the nicknames El
Capitan and Cash Money.
Eugene Brown at his home.SOURCE: TEHAMA COUNTY PUBLIC GUARDIAN
Upon receiving Brown’s case from the coroner, Rodrigue and Tisserand took their usual first step of
arranging for a locksmith to meet them at the house; changing the locks lets them take control of the
property and ward off squatters.
They rerouted Brown’s mail to their office, since a get-well card or bank statement could provide
valuable information about relatives and assets. Then they began their search.
The vast majority of houses Rodrigue and Tisserand see are in severe disrepair. They often find
themselves wading through the detritus of a life that had begun decomposing years, if not decades,
before they arrived. It’s not uncommon for them to find rooms packed to the ceiling with garbage or a
gaggle of semiferal pets huddled under a sofa.
One time they discovered the jellified remains of cats—30 of them—individually wrapped inside
cardboard boxes. Another time they rescued and found homes for a pack of mange-infected dogs.
The investigators’ nicknames for each other stem from a memorably fragrant visit to a mole-infested
trailer park where they sifted through urine-soaked garbage to uncover rolls of cash that had been
stuffed in medicine bottles. Another colleague with them that day, who busted open a locked trunk, is
now known as the Hammer.
Before Tisserand and Rodrigue enter a house, they put on hazmat suits and dab their noses with Vicks
VapoRub. They work in pairs, never alone—both for safety and to preserve the integrity of an
investigation.
Rodrigue and her investigators are a tightknit crew, connected by the arcane and often macabre nature
of the work. Unwrapping the gelatinous remains of several dozen cats has a particular way of bonding
people.
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Sometimes the valuables they find are dangerous, such as the time they stumbled upon $15,000 worth
of handguns and rifles, most of them loaded. But there are very few surprise treasures—sometimes
there are even debts.
If an estate is in the black at the close of an investigation, the public administrator takes a cut as
payment: 4 percent of the first $100,000, 3 percent of the second $100,000, 2 percent of the next
$800,000, 1 percent of the next $9 million, and 0.5 percent of the next $15 million.
If an estate has more than $25 million, a court determines the fee. County attorneys are paid according
to the same structure.
The investigators brought their hazmat suits to Brown’s house but could tell from the meticulously
trimmed bushes and recently mowed front lawn that they wouldn’t be needed. So they slipped the key
into Brown’s lock and opened the door.
A quick scan from the entryway revealed a pleasantly clean, even spartan scene: The living room was
empty but for a folding chair and a built-in bookshelf with religious titles and a few dozen country and
western cassettes.
An old black-and-white photograph of a woman, maybe Brown’s mother, sat framed on a small table.
What the house lacked was more noteworthy than what was there: no stereo, no TV, no computer, no
cellphone.
The only electronic device, a defunct old-fashioned radio, was perched on the fireplace mantle. A 1984
Ford pickup with 74,000 miles on the odometer was in the garage.
In the kitchen, the stove had been pulled away from the wall. A mini fridge contained two Kraft cheese
singles and an open can of beans. Instead of pots and pans, the cabinets held a small manual typewriter,
some T-shirts, and a few pairs of underwear.
Rodrigue and Tisserand also discovered a small box of index cards with addresses and phone numbers
Brown must have consulted before using the rotary phone on the wall.
They plucked a promising-looking card for an emergency contact. Near the door to the garage, a paper
calendar was blank except for marks crossing out past days.
The blood covering the bathroom floor didn’t faze them; death can be messy, and they routinely call in
cleaning crews that specialize in crime scenes. But what they encountered in the two bedrooms really
threw them off. Brown didn’t have a bed, just a foam bedroll tucked into the corner of one bedroom and
a military duffel containing an old uniform and medals.
The next bedroom was also strange—it only had a metal filing cabinet. When they opened it, “we were
just blown away,” says Tisserand, who became the lead investigator on the case. It appeared Brown had
8
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been a wealthy man.
“Every time I hear about somebody that has millions and millions but they lived a frugal life, I go, ‘Why?
Have some fun’ ”
Eugene Brown’s story could be anyone’s. True, most people who can afford to buy a bed sleep in one.
But 56 percent of Americans don’t have a will, according to a 2016 Gallup poll. Even the fabulously
wealthy and highly accomplished sometimes neglect them.
Prince and Aretha Franklin died without a will; so did Abraham Lincoln and Martin Luther King Jr. It’s also
easier than you might think to fall out of touch with relatives, whether because of apathy, distance, or
feuding.
Social media creates a veneer of interconnectedness, but there are still tens of millions of people who
can’t be so easily found. A 2018 Pew Research Center survey found that 11 percent of Americans,
including 34 percent of people older than 65, don’t go online at all.
When someone dies without a will, family trees dictate where the money goes. Each state has its own
method to determine the line of succession. California’s is fairly standard: Spouses come first, followed
by children, parents, siblings, grandparents, aunts and uncles, and finally nieces and nephews.
A few states veer from the norm; in Kentucky and Texas, the surviving spouse and children split the
estate in complex percentages that can require advanced accounting to calculate.
The legal protocol raises some important philosophical questions. Why should a family member who
never knew Great-Aunt Ethel be able to lay claim to her assets over a relative who’s emotionally more
connected if genetically less so? What about beloved charities?
Even where the law seems clear, gray areas exist.
Tisserand and Rodrigue navigate the gray. “Every time we get a referral,” Tisserand says, “we walk into
somebody else’s life and try to figure it out.”
In the case of Brown, here’s what they found: He was born in San Jose in 1922 to parents who’d
migrated from Oklahoma in search of work. He had a brother and a sister, both of whom died decades
ago.
In the summer of 1939, Brown was certified as a cabin steward by the now defunct Bureau of Marine
Inspection and Navigation, which enforced laws governing merchant vessels. His photo ID shows a babyfaced 16-year-old with brown eyes and hollow cheeks.
In 1941, Brown was hired as a so-called mess boy, or food server, for a Norwegian shipping company
that paid him a monthly wage of 79 kroner (about $18 at the time). Rodrigue and Tisserand know this
because he detailed his salary and expenses in an accounting book.
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In January 1942, midway through World War II, he left that job and took a similar one with the U.S.
Merchant Marine.
Over the years, Brown’s face filled out and softened. His 5-foot-6½-inch frame remained trim, but his
shock of brown hair turned silver. His remaining relatives aren’t sure what he did for work after the
Merchant Marine. He moved to Corning in the 1970s.
He never married or had children, and he spent his last 39 years alone, mostly inside his 810-square-foot
house. He clocked fewer than 2,500 miles per year in his truck.
Brown didn’t leave a will, but he did leave some money. In his bedroom file cabinet were paper
statements from Merrill Lynch and Bank of America Corp., prospectuses from the investment manager
BlackRock Inc., and his own handwritten ledgers with frequent entries tracking the values of various
mutual funds: the BlackRock Munivest Fund, Franklin California Intermediate-Term Tax-Free Fund, and
Nuveen Limited Term Municipal Bond Fund.
Brown kept tabs on these investments the only way he knew how: with a pencil and paper. Rodrigue
and Tisserand checked his math, then set about figuring out who would inherit his life savings.
The Bureau of Marine Inspection and Navigation certified Brown as a cabin steward when he was 16.
SOURCE: TEHAMA COUNTY PUBLIC GUARDIAN

Tisserand tried to find Brown’s relatives using skip-tracing software called TLOxp, which sifts through
scores of public and private records. Nothing came up. This wasn’t surprising given Brown’s complete
lack of a digital footprint.
He didn’t have credit cards, he wasn’t online, and his two major purchases—his home and his Ford
truck—were made in the 1970s and ’80s. But Tisserand was able to estimate that they, along with his
investments and savings account, were worth roughly $2.7 million.
A Sacramento company called Brandenburger & Davis seized on that figure, publicly available in the
public administrator’s court filings, along with the lack of known heirs.
Forensic genealogists working for the company, which specializes in the obscure field of probate
research, also known as heir finding, worked to re-create Brown’s family tree and contact anyone who
was still alive.
If Brown had relatives, it would try to take them on as clients, offering to represent them in court
proceedings to confirm their status as rightful heirs. In exchange, it would take a contingency fee of a
third of the inheritance.
But if any relatives learned of Brown’s death on their own, and wanted to represent themselves in court,
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Brandenburger & Davis wouldn’t get anything.
Heir finders operate in relative obscurity in the U.S. and face a fair amount of suspicion. Receiving a call
or email out of the blue with news of a potential inheritance from a relative you’ve never heard of can
seem sketchy.
“They think it’s a scam of some kind,” says Daniel Curran, founder of the trade group International
Association of Professional Probate Researchers, Genealogists & Heir Hunters, who also runs his own
heir-finding business in the U.K. Curran is a regular on Heir Hunters, a BBC documentary procedural
that’s popularized the industry in Europe. Unexpected inheritances are quite common, he says.
“If you can’t name both your parents’ cousins, every single one of them, then there’s a chance you can
be a surprise beneficiary of something.”
Probate companies are often intentionally vague when they first contact someone; they might not
divulge the name of the deceased relative or the amount of money hanging in the balance. This
approach is meant to prevent a runaround—an heir making a claim on the estate without paying the
fee.
Adding to the industry’s credibility problem is that a few U.S.-based companies ran afoul of the
Department of Justice a few years ago. They were charged with colluding on pricing and sharing
contingency fees. For instance, when one made contact with an heir, the others would back off, but then
they’d all share the fee.
Brandenburger & Davis was one of them; it pleaded guilty to federal charges in 2016 and paid $890,000
in fines. (The company declined to comment for this article.)
Although heir finding might seem less viable in the age of Ancestry.com, there’s more to the work than a
few online searches. Probate research companies have access to private databases and know how to
obtain the genealogical documents needed to establish heirship.
In some Tehama County cases, for instance, heirs have to produce birth and death certificates for their
parents, grandparents, and great-grandparents.
relates to The Mystery of the Millionaire Hermit
Brown’s accounting book from his days working for a Norwegian shipping company.SOURCE: TEHAMA
COUNTY PUBLIC GUARDIAN

Once Rodrigue and Tisserand finished excavating Brown’s house, they called an estate liquidator to look
for and appraise additional valuables they may have missed. There wasn’t much. Next they needed to
verify that the Merrill Lynch accounts were active and the balances current.
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Tisserand contacted Brown’s investment adviser, Richard Mazur, who immediately asked if she was
calling about him. “I’ve been so worried about him, because I talk to him every single day,” Tisserand
recalls Mazur telling her.
Mazur declined to be interviewed for this article, but Tisserand says he told her Brown called him every
morning before the New York Stock Exchange opened and again in the afternoon after it closed. “We’ve
been doing it for years and years,” he said of their daily communication. When she told him Brown had
died, Mazur cried so hard he had to hang up.
The next day, Mazur called back. He said he felt like he’d lost a family member. Despite his frequent
conversations with Brown, which his assistant at Merrill Lynch also participated in, he didn’t know much
about Brown’s actual family, because Brown “wasn’t that type of person, and they didn’t feel like it was
their place to get into his family,” Tisserand says. But they did discuss his Catholicism. Mazur was
confident Brown wanted his assets to go to a Catholic charity.
The only written clues to Brown’s final wishes were tucked into the file cabinet: a brochure titled Making
Your Will: A Good Steward’s Guide, published by Catholic Relief Services, an international aid group, and
a Merrill Lynch form designating the nonprofit as the sole beneficiary of his investments. He’d filled out
the form four days before his death—but hadn’t signed it.
This, it turns out, is the most difficult part of a public administrator’s work: discerning the final wishes of
a stranger who hasn’t spelled out those wishes.
Rodrigue and Tisserand are responsible for deciding whether to cremate or bury someone and what
type of funeral to plan, if any.
With Brown, they focused on his service uniform and medals, which he’d kept for more than 70 years.
His estate could afford a funeral with military honors, including a full-gun salute by honor guards—all of
which ran about $3,000—so that’s what they organized.
Only one person attended Brown’s burial: an assistant funeral director named Blanca Rico, who worked
at the local funeral home. Occasionally, Rico digitally records the burials of people who die without
friends or family to attend.
“I always think, That’s somebody’s son, that’s somebody’s brother, that’s somebody’s dad. They were a
somebody in this world,” she says. This time, though, she had another reason to be there. Rico had lived
on Brown’s street for a time. They’d wave hello when they saw each other.
Once, several years ago, he’d even helped her fix a faulty weed trimmer. The day of the service, held at
Northern California Veterans Cemetery, Rico filmed Brown’s funeral on her smartphone. A team of
inmates, who were doing cemetery maintenance as part of their work-release, paused to watch.
A couple of months after the funeral, Brown’s lawful heirs finally surfaced. They were his sister’s
children: a niece and three nephews. Brandenburger & Davis had found them but would be representing
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only two of the four, Ken Kaufmann and his sister, Kristie Kaufmann Shapiro.
The other nephews intended to represent themselves. Brandenburger & Davis had only told them of an
unnamed relative’s death. Ken and his sister responded first and said his brothers learned of Brown’s
identity from him. Conveniently, that meant they could avoid the heir-finding fee.
Ken isn’t happy about that. Nor, presumably, is Brandenburger & Davis. “They intended to ride on the
coattails of their siblings,” says Tracy Potts, principal of the law firm Legacy Law Group, which represents
the company in its probate cases.
The other siblings declined to be interviewed for this article, but Tisserand says one of them told her he
periodically visited his uncle.
She couldn’t find any information to back up his claim—no photos, no mention of the Kaufmanns in any
paperwork, a distant cousin listed as his emergency contact instead of this supposedly close nephew
who visited regularly. Ken says his brother visited but he and his other two siblings hadn’t seen Brown in
more than 50 years.
Kaufmann agreed to work with Brandenburger & Davis because, as one of the first heirs to respond, he
didn’t have much of a choice. Only after he signed away a third of his potential inheritance—an amount
he assumed would be only a few thousand dollars—did they reveal Brown’s identity.
“I thought a third was a lot,” he says. “But I look at it this way: If it hadn’t been for them, we would not
know that he passed away and that he had things to offer.”
Kaufmann was stunned when he learned how many “things” Brown could offer. Kaufmann didn’t come
from a wealthy family. His mother, Brown’s sister, had about $5,000 to her name when she died in 1996.
From Brown, though, Ken and his sister each received $387,000. Their brothers each got an additional
$193,000. “None of us had a clue that there was going to be a lot of money involved,” Kaufmann says.
“It was definitely a mindblower.”
At 70, Kaufmann still works as a master carpenter; he doesn’t plan to retire, but the inheritance means
he can work less.
He remembers how thrifty Brown had been and that he selected the no-frills, base model of any car he
bought. Kaufmann, on the other hand, says he’s already spent “a big chunk” of his inheritance.
Not one for base models, he bought a Cadillac and three or four motorcycles, including a 2018 HarleyDavidson. He also admits to losing money at casinos.
He thinks his siblings have saved their portions, but “I didn’t want to have that money tucked away and
then pass away and never enjoy it,” he says.
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“Every time I hear about somebody that has millions and millions but they lived a frugal life, I go, ‘Why?
Have some fun.’ ”
It’s hard to imagine this is what Brown had in mind for his money during the many years he obsessively
tracked the stock market and stored his earnings. And given his meticulousness, it’s mystifying that he
didn’t write a different ending for himself.
Did he change his mind about the Catholic Relief Services or simply forget to sign? Or was he hesitant to
go against the grain by not leaving his money to his relatives?
Potts, the lawyer who represents Brandenburger & Davis, maintains that people who don’t have a will
are still expressing an intention. They know their money will go to their family.
“I don’t think it’s a mystery that intestacy exists,” she says, using the legal term for the genealogical
succession that kicks in when a person dies without a will. “And so, I do think that it is the right place for
it to go. It is ultimately what most people would choose.”
Tisserand isn’t so sure. As far as she can tell, Brown’s heart was with the Catholic Church. She also keeps
thinking about another of his relatives, Delaine Evans, that distant cousin he listed as an emergency
contact in his makeshift address book. She was the only family member Tisserand could tell he still
talked to.
Every few months, Brown composed a letter to her on his typewriter. He congratulated her on her
retirement, asked after her grandchildren, regaled her with news of Northern California heat waves and
his work on his yard.
Evans understood Brown. Her own mother, Brown’s first cousin, was similarly frugal and equally wealthy
when she died, despite having worked as an Oklahoma schoolteacher her entire career. The Great
Depression and World War II left an indelible imprint on their spending habits, she says.
“I think it did something to their psyche.” Evans was surprised to learn how reclusive her cousin had
become. “It made me feel like nobody really deserved to get anything from him,” she says. Her letters
were the only evidence Rodrigue and Tisserand found that proved he had a family.
Day to day, Brown spent more time with the birds that flocked to the feeders he’d built and hung
outside his house than he did with people. Three years after his death, the area surrounding his
backyard still sounds like a veritable bird sanctuary—a legacy he presumably would’ve enjoyed, and one
that might outlast his money.
Rodrigue and Tisserand may have never met Brown, but through their work they came to know him as a
solitary, thoughtful man who counted his cousin and investment adviser as his only friends.
And yet a different set of people, those with the highest concentration of his DNA coursing through their
veins, are the ones who received his wealth. Kaufmann says he was surprised when the heir finders first
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told him whom they were contacting him about. He’d thought his Uncle Gene was already dead.
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2019-04-27/the-mystery-of-the-millionaire-hermit
by Taboola
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Bad idea from the gov of PA
This would take tax payer money and funnel it into a plan that has proven to be a total failure The
example in Pittsburgh is our own land bank, which has spend $800,000 per year for 4 years, and has
managed to buy 1 house and renovate zero houses.
Gov Tom Wolf is proposing a new severance tax (a volume tax paid by gas producers in the state) to
fund many new state initiatives, including a new blight initiative that will create new land banks and
fund demolitions.
Demolition, Revitalization, and Renewal
Blight Demolition and Redevelopment
Restore Pennsylvania will increase resources for addressing blight by providing financial resources at the
local level to establish land banks and acquire and demolish blighted buildings in order to create new
development opportunities or provide new green space. The funding will be administered by entities
established by the legislature as land banks or demolition funds.
Brownfield Clean-Up
Restore Pennsylvania will provide funding to ensure the continuation of Pennsylvania’s Brownfields
program, ensuring that more sites can be returned to use for recreation, or returned to the tax rolls as
commercial, residential, or industrial sites.
Contaminant Remediation
Restore Pennsylvania will fund expanded efforts to remove lead and other contaminants from
communities.
Restore Pennsylvania will provide significant new funding to enable new environmental projects and
new recreational opportunities across the state, including infrastructure and maintenance in state parks,
creation and revitalization of new local parks, and funding for new hiking, biking, and ATV trail projects.
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Bring on the refis: Freddie Mac expects mortgage rates to remain low all year
The 30-year fixed-rate mortgage is projected to average 4.3% in 2019
April 29, 2019 Alcynna Lloyd
Favorable mortgage rates are expected to boost homebuyer affordability for the remainder of 2019,
according to Freddie Mac’s April Forecast.
According to the government sponsored enterprise, the 30-year fixed-rate mortgage is now projected to
average 4.3% this year, falling from last year’s 4.6%.
This decline is likely to push home sales past 2018 levels, growing to an estimated 5.98 million units this
year.
Beyond that, the decline in mortgage rates from last year's total is expected to drive an increase in
refinances in 2019.
“While mortgage rates have risen in recent weeks, they remain lower than where they were a year ago
and wage growth has accelerated and is finally growing at the same rate as home prices for the first time
in seven years,” Freddie Mac Chief Economist Sam Khater said. “We expect to see the result of these low
mortgage rates and stronger wage growth translate into better home sales in the coming months, along
with better than expected refinance activity for the year.”
Freddie Mac expects low mortgage rates to drive an increase in single-family mortgage originations for
the rest of the year. As Freddie Mac noted, those lower rates have already resulted in more refinance
activity, and the GSE expects that trend to continue.
Freddie Mac said that it expects the refinance share to increase from 30% of all originations in 2018 to
33% in 2019.
Although Freddie expects home sales to thrive, the same cannot be said for its homebuilding outlook as
the GSE has lowered its annual forecast to 1.26 million units.
That being said, Freddie has left its house price appreciation forecast unchanged at 3.5% this year.
“Without a doubt, these low mortgage rates and higher incomes will help homebuyers on the
affordability front this spring homebuying season,” Khater said. “Unfortunately, first-time homebuyers
will likely not realize as much of the benefit with such high demand and price growth for lower-priced
homes.”
And Khater may be right, as Realtor.com’s latest housing survey suggests heightening homeownership
demand will leave many prospective buyers grappling with housing affordability.
“The 2019 spring home-buying season will be characterized by rising home prices, a moderate pace of
home sales, and an influx of inventory,” Realtor.com Chief Economist Danielle Hale said. “More homes
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on the market and lower mortgage rates will help offset some difficulties associated with price gains, but
affordability will remain the primary challenge for shoppers, particularly in lower price segments.”
Green Infrastructure.

(May 1)

Home Depot Sale this week
Good afternoon Pittsburgh REIA Members!
The Home Depot has put a special out (this week only!) to lower our Volume Pricing Threshold from
$1,500 down to $1,000 and also add an additional 5% off! Let me say that louder!
$1,000 Volume Pricing Threshold + An Additional 5% off this week only at Store #4117 North Fayette!
Come to the store and see us! This offer can be added on to any of the clearance deals we have in the
store on items such as Tile, Appliances, Building Materials and ANYTHING else in the store!
Come and see Rich, Len, Aubrey, Jim and our newest Pro Account Sales Associate, Kim! They are all
eager and waiting to help you with you projects and save you money!
Justin Twigg
Assistant Store Manager
The Home Depot #4117
440 Home Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15275
(412) 494-2844
ASM_4117@homedepot.com
(Apr 27)

Sunday's meeting and news from this week
This Sunday at 6 PM we will be meeting for a presentation and QnA session about Conservator actions
and how that law works. You must RSVP for this even. There is very limited seating. Also there is a $25
door charge for all those who wish to attend.
We will meet in the side room of the Eat n Park in Robinson.
ALSO
The creative finance meeting is cancelled this Sunday.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Deals
Attention Flippers - email me if you want a flip in Avalon. REIA members get first dibs
Pittsburghreia@aol.com
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Yinzer House (yinzerhousebuyer@gmail.com)

Josh,
Could you blast this out to REIA?
4002 Oswald Street in Brighton Heights
This idealistic property is located in Pittsburgh’s Brighton Heights Neighborhood, at 4002 Oswald Street.
It includes five beds, two bath, has a front porch, and on street parking.
Great play with the Esplanade development happening in North Side
It requires updates like new piping and remodeling of kitchens and bathrooms. Has the potential to be a
great duplex or fix and flip.
It is located right next to Team Pittsburgh Dehockey stadium and Marmaduke playground.
Email us here or ping us at 412-353-3730 for more details and comps.
Yours for only $50,000 + CC
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Avery Pearson
Subject: Augusta WV Property
276 McCoy Dr Augusta WV
3bd 2bth 1104sf SFH 2.5acres
ARV: 155.5k
Ask: 68k
Fix & Flip profit: 55k
Repairs: 30-45k
Located on old camping grounds
Small town, Quiet getaway, Lakeview
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Fix & Flip or Buy & Hold
Home needs work but livable condition, current family resides in home.
Additional info:
Pictures & videos - click picture above
Well & hoa water (hooked up to hoa water)
Hoa 100/yr
3rd bedroom located in basement w/full bath
Repairs needed:
Walls & ceilings - sound but can be redone
Windows - need to be updated
Electricity - possible rewiring needed; See fuse box in pic behind wood stove
Heating (HVAC) - home is heated by wood stove; Blowers on woodstove heats basement bedroom
Roof - ew shingles needed
Floors - creaky & some areas are not leveled meaning you step up & down at entrance ways i.e. deck,
basement & front door
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hi Josh,
Please find the business sponsorship packets. Faith Christian School is my daughter Lily's school. She's in
1st grade. Her goal is to raise $10,000.
We are raising money for safety and security, like new doors and steps, and then for building
maintenance. The school has a lower tuition and gives scholarships to kids who need them. Through the
years, basic maintenance has not been completed.
Our Feed the Need event will be held May 6th. The kids will be packing 10,000 meals! Half of the meals
will be distributed in Washington County and the other half will go to Haiti.
You can donate by sending a check to Faith Christian School, 524 E Beau St, Washington, PA 15301 and
put Hyslop in the memo or you can donate by texting FCSWashington3 to 71777. And if you decided on a
business sponsorship please email me your logo, hyslopbonnie@yahoo.com
Thank you for helping Lily and Faith Christian School reach their goal.
Thanks and God Bless,
Bonnie
724-263-2501 Cell
Keller Williams
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Different Types of Deeds in Pennsylvania
By David M. Tkacik, Esq.
In Pennsylvania there are different types of deeds which should be used in different instances. This post
will cover the most common types of deeds and their implications. The differences in the type of deeds
mostly has to do with the type of promise that a Grantor/Seller makes to the Grantee/Buyer to defend
against claims by third parties.
The General Warranty Deed
This is often referred to as the “best” type of deed because it contains the widest ranging promise on
behalf of the Grantor. In the general warranty deed the Grantor (seller) warrants, or promises, to defend
against claims against the property “generally.” This means that the seller will defend against a claim of
superior rights from anyone and everyone, even if the person or entity claims that their rights were
superior to the seller’s, i.e. they obtained property rights from a predecessor in title to the seller. This
promise to defend against these types of claims often gives sellers pause because they usually have no
way of knowing about a prior owner’s actions.
The Special Warranty Deed
This is the most common type of deed in Pennsylvania. The Special Warranty Deed contains a clause
stating that the Grantor warrants to defend against claims against the property “specially.” This is a legal
term of art that means that the seller will defend against claims of superior ownership but only from
those claiming rights or ownership coming directly from that Grantor. This type of promise is usually
more palatable for a seller since the risk is at least knowable because presumably the seller can take
responsibility for their own actions.
Warranty Deed
You may hear people simply refer to simply a “warranty deed.” This is an imprecise term and usually
means either a special or general warranty deed, but not a quit claim deed.
The Quit Claim Deed
The quit claim deed makes the least promises and is the worst type of deed for a buyer. The quit claim
deed expressly disclaims any level of ownership in a property but transfers any remaining interests
therein to the Grantee. For this reason generally quit claim deeds are only useful in those situations
where the Grantors interests in the property are doubtful or less than full ownership. This type of deed
is to be avoided by buyers.
The Fiduciary Deed
A fiduciary deed is for use by a fiduciary such as an executor or administrator of an estate or a trustee of
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a trust. In this type of deed there is a warranty, but only as a fiduciary. A fiduciary does not own the
property, rather they essentially manage it for another. This implies that the person signing the deed
typically lacks the kind of knowledge that an owner would have, since they are merely serving as a
fiduciary and may lack knowledge regarding the decedent’s actions.
The Bottom Line
Pennsylvania is a “race notice jurisdiction” meaning that the first to the recorder’s office to record the
deed has a superior right to title. This means that whether it is a general warranty deed or special
warranty deed is less important where even a prior unrecorded deed from a prior owner can be
defeated by a later deed that was recorded. The bottom line is that in most cases a special warranty
deed is acceptable for a Pennsylvania sale. Additionally an owner’s policy of title insurance is always
recommended so that one does not have to rely on the warranty in the deed in case there are any title
issues. If you are unsure what type of deed to use or need a deed drafted, you should consult a real
estate attorney.
David M. Tkacik, Esq. is a real estate attorney and owner of Tkacik Law Office, P.C.
(www.TkacikLawOffice.com) as well as a licensed title agent and owner of Partners Closing Services, LLC.
He can be reached at 412-414-9644 or Dtkacik@tkaciklawoffice.com
-David M. Tkacik, Esq.
Tkacik Law Office
9500 Brooktree Road, Suite 205
Wexford, PA 15090
Tel: 412.414.9644
Fax: 412.774.4731
www.TkacikLawOffice.com
(Apr 22)

South Hills Sub Group meeting this Thursday
REMINDER
Pittsburgh REIA South Hills will be on Thursday 04/25 at 7 PM at the DHRE office at 552 Washington Ave
Carnegie, PA 15106. The front door will be open at this time. You can come on it and we will be in the
meeting room on the right.
This month we will be having a general networking meeting with deal analysis like we have in the past.
I have a couple that I'm working on now that I will bring to the meeting as examples, but feel free to
bring whatever you are working on and we can analyze as a group.
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If you'd like to get email reminders about the meetings please just email me at tony@412agent.com and
I'll add you to the list.
If you have anything you'd like to cover or any ideas for the meeting please send me an email back and
I'll be sure to include!
We also have a Facebook group where I update everything.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/214170175685066/
Best,
Tony Angotti
Realtor, RE Investor, Multi-Million Dollar Producer
Deacon Hoover Real Estate Advisors
O: 412-939-SOLD X108 || C: 412-254-3013 Preferred || F:412-506-6834 || tony@412agent.com ||
http://www.412agent.com|| 552 Washington Ave Carnegie, PA 15106
(Apr 19)

Happy Passover and Easter with some news for you
This is a time to relax and enjoy a holiday with your friends and family. Holidays are really want real
estate investing is all about. We work to build a foundation of wealth and assets which allows us to treat
each day as a holiday.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------We are going to do a seminar on Conservator Actions, Sunday the 28th at 6 PM
The cost to attend will be a nominal $25. Seating will be limited, so I need an idea of how many of you
wish to attend this event. This is not a hard RSVP, I just need a gauge so I can schedule a room that will
handle us all.
For those of you who are not aware of the conservator action, this is the law which allows us, under
certain circumstances, to acquire blighted and abandoned property.
We have attorney Alex McElroy presenting the legal aspects of the act, and Funder Ezra from Core
Private lending in attendance to discuss how to fund the renovations.
Email me directly if you are interested in attending - PittsburghREIA@aol.com
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Sorry, I forgot my details... Please include my email: ryan.dearing@gmail.com or call or text me at
412.356.3802
Hi Josh,
Following up on our conversation from this morning...
I'm working on a deal where the current owner is living in a 3-story house with her daughter,
granddaughter and disabled grandson in Perry South (right off of Perrysville Avenue). She wants to sell,
but in order to do so, she needs to move into a 1-story 3-4 bedroom house in that same general area.
She's open to both renting and buying, but the property absolutely needs to be in that general area of
the North Side and pet friendly (she has one small Yorkie).
Thanks for the help on this!
-Ryan
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I got this message from Lou Brown
He spoke about his upcoming trip to DC to meet with lawmakers. Details below
Hi, planning the final details on the Washington, DC experience. Going to connect with lawmakers and
let them know we have a voice.
They call it a fly in because you can fly in on the morning and fly out the next afternoon.
April 30, noon we meet. Then preset meetings in Congress with your Congress people. Then a reception
at the lobbyists HQ on K Street.
May 1, morning meeting then more meetings then leave in the late afternoon.
Minimum $250. contribution. Make checks payable to Trust Associates then we will take a collective
check to the lobbyist to show CAHP’s support for their efforts. You are not required to attend. Just show
your support with a contribution to protect and better your industry. Seller Financing is one aspect and
we will underscore the power of the CAHP brand to better our image to lawmakers.
1) Are you coming? The more CAHP voices the better.
2) send contributions to
Trust Associates
4426-B High Howell Road, suite 200
Tucker, GA 30084
Mark SFC in the memo section.
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3) All businesses and your name will be included on a presentation 8.5 x 11 board that will be presented
to the Seller Finance Coalition leadership thanking them for their efforts.
Thanks for your support!
Best, Lou
Certified Affordable Housing Provider®
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I have been seeing more and more news about this
Back in the Wild, Wild West era of mortgage lending before the housing crisis, NINA loans (loans given to
borrowers with no income, no job, and no assets required) became quite the rage.
NINA loans have disappeared from the market, likely never to be seen again, but one lender is about to
bring back a similar ghost of the mortgage market’s past: the NINA loan.
NINA loans are loans that do not include a requirement for a borrower to prove income or assets. No
Income, No Assets = NINA.
And now, NINA loans are back, as 360 Mortgage Group announced this week that it is launching a noincome, no-asset mortgage pilot program.
The loan program, which the Austin, Texas-based mortgage banking firm calls the “Agency NINA,” does
not require borrowers to prove their income or assets in order to be approved for the loan.
The loan is also available for borrowers with FICO scores as low as 620, which would firmly put the loan
in the subprime range, as Experian considers subprime to be borrowers with FICO scores below 670.
According to 360 Mortgage, the Agency NINA mortgage is available for loan-to-value ratios of up to 80%.
It’s important to note that despite the loan carrying the “Agency” name, which would imply that one of
the government-sponsored enterprises is backing the loan, neither Fannie Mae nor Freddie Mac is
backing these loans.
According to 360 Mortgage, the loans will be backed by private capital with guidelines sourced from
Fannie Mae’s seller guide. The loans will then either be held in portfolio or placed into a private
securitization.
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Another caveat is that the Agency NINA loans will not be available for owner-occupied properties, at
least in this initial phase. Initially, the loan will be available for non-owner-occupied investment
properties only.
360 Mortgage said that it plans to issue as much as $1 billion in these loans, at which point the company
will evaluate the performance of the loans to determine if additional occupancy options will be added.
In the initial phase, investors can use the loans for purchases, refinances, and cash-out refinances.
“The idea behind this product is to allow a more lenient option for investors to purchase, refinance or
cash out of their properties,” the company said in a release.
Given the nature of the loan, the Agency NINA is also well outside of the Qualified Mortgage box, but
360 Mortgage Group Chief Operating Officer Andrew WeissMalik said that the loan is not like the other
non-QM options that are increasing in popularity.
“We are excited to be the first lender in the marketplace to offer this unique product,” WeissMalik said.
“It isn’t some non-QM bank statement program you see every other lender out there offering. Rather, a
no income, no asset common sense FICO and LTV based solution for those that are willing and capable
of making timely payments but don’t fit within the highly regulated, ultra conservative, guidelines every
other lender offers.”
This isn’t the first time that 360 Mortgage has been near the forefront of the expansion of the credit
box.
Just over four years ago, 360 Mortgage was one of the companies to offer Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
97% LTV products.
But things have come a long way since then.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------This article is a great example of why I don't invest in stocks. There is no rational basis for a lot of their
prices. Real estate on the other hand is much more grounded in reality, in my opinion.
Notes From The Field By Simon Black
April 17, 2019 Dorado, Puerto Rico
Netflix’s Unbelievable Cash Burn Just Got 60% Worse
If you’re a big fan of shows like Narcos, Stranger Things, House of Cards, or Orange is the New Black, you
might want to think about sending a fruit basket to anyone you know who is a Netflix shareholder.
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Netflix reported its quarterly earnings again yesterday afternoon. And, as expected, the company is
losing a metric truckload.
According to its own financial statements, Netflix burned nearly half a billion dollars in the last quarter.
That’s 60% worse than the first quarter of 2018, worse than 2017, etc.
And it puts Netflix on track to have billions of dollars in negative Free Cash Flow this year.
The issue isn’t that Netflix puts out bad content. Their shows are adored by more than 100 million
people.
It’s that they can’t seem to make money doing it. The more subscribers Netflix brings on, the more
money the company burns.
I should probably pause here and mention an important point. Netflix is actually in one of the worst
financial position possible for a business, because, from an accounting perspective, the company is
actually profitable.
But the company’s accounting profit doesn’t actually make sense in the real world.
The most accurate measure of Netflix’s financial performance is its Free Cash Flow-- which filters out
accounting gimmicks and takes into consideration all the money they have to invest in new content.
Free Cash Flow is the direct measure of how much cash a company earns, or burns, through its
investments and business operations.
So the fact that Netflix is technically profitable means that it actually has to PAY TAXES! Yet the company
is cashflow negative, meaning it loses money year after year.
This is a pretty bad position to be in… meaning that Netflix has to constantly fill the financial gap by
going deeper and deeper into debt.
Shareholders are enabling this to happen. Every time Netflix’s stock price goes up, it only validates this
risky business model: go into debt, lose money, repeat.
Yet the stock market loves it. The more money Netflix loses, the more valuable the company becomes.
In 2014, for example, Netflix ‘only’ burned through around $128 million. And its stock price was about
$50.
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The following year in 2015, Netflix burned over $900 million. But its stock price more than doubled.
By the end of 2017, Netflix had burned more than $2 billion. But its stock price doubled again, to $200.
And in 2018 the company burned almost $3 billion, yet its stock price is more than $350.
This is more bizarre than the upside down in Stranger Things. Companies are supposed to make money
for their shareholders… or at least have a plan to eventually do so.
Yet Netflix keeps telling investors that their ‘plan’ is to continue losing money. And investors couldn’t be
more excited.
That’s why you might want to send them a fruit basket. Because Netflix is really just a transfer of wealth
from investors to consumers.
The banks who loan money to Netflix, and the shareholders who cheer them on, are essentially donating
their money so that the rest of us can enjoy Narcos.
And it’s not just Netflix.
Lyft just went public a few weeks ago. That company lost a billion dollars last year, meaning that Lyft’s
investors are also donating money for the benefit of drivers and passengers.
Who knew capitalism could be so charitable? You’d think that the Bolsheviks would be encouraging
more business, not less!
WeWork, Uber, Dropbox, Tesla… the list goes on and on. These companies are either unprofitable,
cashflow negative, or both.
Yet investors are paying record sums to buy shares in these companies… capital that gets quickly burned
to subsidize their consumers.
Don’t get me wrong-- you can still make money from ridiculously overpriced investments.
There are even people who made money investing in negative yielding government bonds.
The issue is that it’s far from a sure thing. A company with pitiful long-term finances is a pretty risky bet.
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This is why value investing has always struck me as a much better approach.
The concept of value investing is to buy a dollar’s worth of assets for fifty cents. It’s a simple idea, and
most people understand this intuitively.
Everywhere else in our lives, whether we’re shopping for a new car or at the grocery store, we want a
great deal.
Value investing merely extends that logic to investing: whatever asset you’re buying, whether stocks,
real estate, etc., make sure you get a great deal.
Here’s a recent example-- our Chief Investment Strategist Tim Staermose acquired shares of a small
company in Australia called Rox Resources not too long ago.
At the time, the stock price of Rox Resources was so low that the company was selling for roughly 10%
LESS than the amount of cash it had in the bank.
In other words, Tim paid 90 cents for $1 worth of cash. Plus he got all the company’s other assets for
FREE, including various mining properties.
Value investing might sound not as sexy as buying shares of Tesla or Netflix. But it really limits your
downside risk.
When you can buy a strong, well-managed business for less than the amount of cash in the bank, it’s
very difficult to get hurt. But you still have plenty of upside remaining.
That’s what happened with Rox: Tim got a great deal. And, unsurprisingly, the stock price has been up as
much as 50% just in the past few months.
This means the shares are no longer deeply undervalued… so Tim is selling. But there are always other,
similar opportunities out there.
It just takes patience and hard work to find them.
To your freedom, Signature Simon Black, Founder, SovereignMan.com
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Our Business Partner Members
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www.USAREMentoring.com
USA Real Estate Mentoring Group
“Your Highway to Success”

Mentoring is the key to your success in Real Estate Investing!
We are:
-Successful Investors Currently Investing in Today’s Real Estate Market
- Best Selling Authors
-Our Group of Mentors Have Personally Trained Over One Hundred Real Estate Investors
-We KNOW Pennsylvania, and How to Invest Legally in Pennsylvania!
-Access to Our Team Members and Systems
-We Meet Once Per Month in the Pittsburgh Area (Wexford)
-1st Meeting is Free
-Different Levels of Training and Pricing Available
Visit www.usarementoring.com for more info
Brian Snyder: 412-992-8884
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